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Abstract

We review recent advances in our theoretical understanding of nuclear dissipation at intermediate ●xcitation energies, with particular emphasis on a new surfac-plus-window
mechanism
that involves interactions of either one or two nuclecm with the moving nuclear surface and also,
for dumbbell-like shapee encountered in 6eeion and heavy-ion reactions, the transfer of nucleons
through the window separating the two portiona of the system, This novel dissipation mechanism provides a unified macroscopic description of such diverse phenomena as widths of imecalar
giant quadruple
and giant octupole reaonancee, mean fission-fragment kinetic energies and excitation energies, dynamical thresholds for compound-nucleus formation, enhancement in neutron
emission prior to 5esion, and widths of maas and charge distribution
in deep-inelastic heavy-ion
reactions.

1. Introduction
For many yeara the Dubna school-seminars have provided an important forum for the intrduction of new ideaa to the scientific world, Your 1975 school-seminar, in which we had the
pleasure of participating, /l/ was instrumental in stressing th~ role played by nuclear dynamics
cm the production of heavy nuclei, and represented a turning point in our view concerning the
mechanism and magnitude of nuclear dissipation./l”/
Previously, it had been believed that the mechanism of nuclear dissipation is twebody collisions, like that responsible for ordinary vucoeity in fluids, and that the magnitude is mdflcient]y
small that nuclei we mobile, like mercury.tsi But then it wea realized that the long mean free path
of nucleona inside a nucleus, arising from the Pauli exclusion principle for fermions, alters both the
mechmiam and magnitude, /2’4’6/However, the subsequent approximations made in incorporating
this single phy8ical principle have led to radically diflerent pictures.
By aasumiilg that the velocity distribution of nucleona striking a moving container wall is
completely random, Swiatecki and his colleague derived and first presented to the 1975 schooleeminar ● mimple wall formula for describing such one-body dissipation, in terms of which nuclei
ue predicted to b? su?erviecid,i”e ‘“/ We will be heuing an update on this point of view ●t this
school-seminu by Blocki./18/ In contreet, by conatrdning the many-body wave function to ●t ●ll
times be ● Slater determinant of single-particle wave functions, Bonche, Davies, Kocndn, Negele
●pproximation, in
and others tre-ted the d ynamicu by use of the t irnedependent
HutreFock
terms of which nuclei dissipate much learnenergy,i~d-iei Attempts to experimentally discriminate
have thw far proved elusive b~ause of the difllculty of distinguishing
between such poesibi]itj~
diw.!pative effect~ from analogous effects caused by collective degrees of freedor

2. Surface-plufi-Window

Dissipation

We present here a new macroscopic approach to this problem, valid for intermediate excitation energies above which pairing has disappeared and below which the nucleon mean free path
exceeds the nuclear diameter.
For such excitation energies, the dissipation proceeds primarily
in the surface region from two distinct mechanisms. The 6rat mechanism is on-body dissipation, but with a magnitude that is substantially reduced relative to that of the wall formula. In
pproximation for spherical nuclei, Grif!in, Dworzecka,
calculation based on the random-phase ●
and Yannouleaa have shown that the effect of replacing three idealizations of the wall formula by
more realistic features appropriate to real nuclei is to reduce the one-hod y diaeipat ion coefficient
to roughly 10% of the wall-formula value. /17’l’/ Alternatively, the reduction could arise because
the nucleona retain some memo~ of their previous collisions with the wall, which invalidates
the assumption of a random velocity distribution that was used to derive the wall formula, The
second mechanism is tw~body collisions in the surface region. The Pauli exclusion principle,
which suppreesez two-body collisions in the nuclear interior, disappears as one paaaea through the
nuclear surface to the exterior,/l”/ Since the density decreases to zero outside the nucleus, the
probability for tw~body collisions peaks in the nuclear surface.
We assume that the surface dissipation is local and calculate it from the leading term in an
expansion of the time rate of change of the collective Hamiltonian H in powers of the surface
diffuseness divided by the nuclear radius.i’j We write this leading term as
dH
x

()

= -%w/(n
Surfu*

- D) ’(M ,

(1)

were h is the velocity of a surface element dS, D is the normal drift velocity of nuclecms about
to strike the surface element dS, v is the average speed of the nucleons inside the nucleus, P is
the nuclear mess density, and k, is a dimensionless parameter that speciflea the total strength of
the interaction of either one or two nuchsons with the moving nuclear surface. A value of k, = 1
would correspond to the wall formula, but several types of experimental data indicate that for
real nuclei its value is much lees than unity. In principle, the value of k, could depend upon both
the excitation energy and type of collective motion involved, Our ●pproach here is to assume
a single value of k, and then determine, from comparisons with experimental data, whether or
not this ningle value u ●ppropriate to the range of intermediate excitation energies and variety of
collective phenomena under consideration.
For dumbbell-like shapes, the transfer of nucleona through the window separating the two
portiona of the system leads to an additional dissipation that is analogous to the classical window
formula of Swiatecki./2’0-iY/ Our result is

()
dil
x

= +OOPF(9,4)

,

(2)

wlfidow

where a is the area of the window, + ia the relative velocity of the centers of mazn of the two
portions of the syetem, and l’(q, ~) describes the effect ofs nonuniform velocity u a furtction of
position in the deforming fragments, There is no need to renormalize this part of the dissipation
because nucleon- that have passed through a tmall window have a low probability of returning
throu~h it while still retaining memory of their previous paessge.
The combination of these two mechanisms leads to surface-plus-window dimipction. In calculating the $,otd dissipation rate dIf/dt, we describe the transition from the pure eurface dissipat ion
that applies to mononuclear shapes, where the drift D issero in Eq. (l), to the surface-plus-window
dissipation that applies to dinuclear ahapee, where the drift D is nonzero in Eq, (l), by uee of a
to that ueed in Ref, 20.
cmooth Mwpolation analogoua
2

S. Giant-Resonance

Widths

As the first application of our new dissipation picture, we calculate the isosca[ar giantresonance width aa a function of mass number A and mul$ipole degree n. We approximate such
resonances by small-amplitude collective oscillations in which the neutrona and protons undergo
in-phase, incompressible, irrotational flow with unit effective mass,~’li This type of flow pattern
is expected to arise when the nucleons remain in orbitals characterized by their original nodal
structure.
With the radius vector to the nuclear surface expanded in a series of Legendte polynomial
F.(cos 0), the expansion coefficients am oatisfy the equations of m{.tion
A4.& + qmhn + Can

(3)

= O ,

where M. is the inertia, qn is the dissipation coefficient, and Cn is the stiffness coefficient for the
distortion of degree n. The inertia is given byfxlJ

3

Mn=

n(2n + 1)

A49@ ,

(4)

where
MO = mA

(5)

& = roA~ls

(6)

is the total mass of the nucleus and

is the equivalent sharp radius of the spherical nucleus, The dissipation
evaluating Eq, (1) with D = O, which leads to
1
Vn

=-~

.

dH
—
dt

()

~k,po&4
,Utix, = (2n + 1)

coefficient is obtained by

(7)

,

The width for a giant resonance of multipole degree n is then given by
r. = hr/./Mn

= Iik,ort/&

=

3(9n)1/ah2k,n
-–

(R)

‘

where we have used the rehtiondhip O = ~vF and inserted the usual result for the Fermi velocity
lready well determined,
UF, Three of the constants that ●ppear in Eq. (8)
. . have values that are ●
~d for these we uae~~~@f
r. = 1,16 fm ,

(9)

h = 197.328S8 MeV/c

I

(lo)

m = 931,5016

9

(11)

and
Auev/d

where c is the speed of light. For the value of the remaining parameter
&, = (),27
s

k., we find
(12)
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Fig, 1. Simultaneous reproduction
widths by surface dissipation.
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Tm! solid curves in Fig. 1 give the reaultn of this simple prediction for n = 2 and 3, corresponding to quadruple
and octupole reaonancea, respectively. Upon comparing the curves with
the experimental widths that are also included in Fig. 1, we me :hat our new dimdpation picture satisfactorily reproduces the average trends of the experimental widths with respect to both
lthough the experimental octupole widths Me systemmaw number A and multipole degree n, ●
●tically somewhat h]gher than the calculated curve. This discrepancy could wise from residual
two-particle collisions in the nuclear interior, since for ordinary tw-body viecoeity the predicted
ratio of the octupole to quadruple
widthtzil is 2,8, compued to 1.5 for surface dissipation, Such
collisions in the nuclear interior couid ●lso dhct ~omewhat the dependence of the width upon
mans number, mince t w-body viscoeity leads to UI A-sis dependonce,i*lt compared to an A- ’18
dependence for surface dimipation.

4. Macrotcoplc-Microscopic

Metha d

For the treatment of ths large distortions that ue involved in fimion and heavy-ion reactions,
we focuo from the out.et on those fi~wcollective coordinate that are moat relevant, In particular,
for ● cyttem of A nucleons, we eeqmrate the 9A degrm of freedom repreeentlng their center-ofmus motion into N collective d~g~eea of freedom that ue treated explicitly and 3A - JV internal
degreee of freedom that are treatell implicitly.
We specialise to axially Bymmewic nuclear shapea and describe them in cylindrical coordinates
by means of the Legendre polynolnial expaxuionl*tj

In this ●
xpression, z in the coordinate along the symmetry axin, p, is the value on the surface of
the ccmrdinate perpendicular to the oymmetry axio, ~ ti one-half the distance between the two
ends of the shape, z ia the value of z at the miapoin~ between the two endn, & is the radius of the
spherical nucleun, P. ia a L-egendre polynomial of degree n, and q“ for n # O ud 1 Me N -1 shape
coordinate.
Since the nucleus is aasumed to be incompressible, the quantity qo b not independent
but h instead determined by volume conservation. Also, q, ie determined by lixing the center of
ream. in ●ddition, we include an angular coordinate 0 s qN+l to dencribe the rotation of the
nuclear symmetv axis in the reaction plane, which leadn to a total of N collective coordinates
q = q~) ,.. ~ q~+l that me considered. Throughout this paper we use IV = 11, corr~ponding
tO
five independent symmetric ~d five independent asymmetric nhape coordinate
and one angular
coordinate.
We con.aider excitation energies that are sufficiently high that ningl~particle effects may be
neglected and calculate the potential energy of deformation V (q) as the sum of repulsive Coulomb
and centrifugal energies ud an attractive Yukawa-plus+xponen tial potent ial,/16/ with constants
determined in a recent nuclear mans formula./*’/ This generalized surface ●nergy takes into account the reduction in energy mining from the nonzero r~ge of the nuclear force in such ● wnY
that saturation is ennured when two semi-infinite slabs me brought into contact.
The collective kinetic ●nergy iz given by
(15)

where the collective momenta p are related to the collective velocities ~ by
PI = ‘IJ (~)~J

(16)

‘

Ln these equations and the remainder of this paper we use the convention that repeated indices
are to be summed over from 2 to N + 1, At the high excitation energies and large deformations
considered here, where pairing correlations have disappeared and near croasinge of ningleparticle
Ievcls have become l~~s frequent, the rot~tional moment of inertia ia clcme to the rigid-body value
and the vibrational i,lertia la close to the Incompremible, irrotational value, /i7/ We therefore
calculate the Inertia tensor A4(q), which is a function of the shape of the system, for a superposition
of rigid-body rotation and incompreaslble, nearly irrotational flow. For tl)is purpose we use the
Werner-Wheeler method, which determines the flow in terms of circular layera of fluid ./2s/
The coupling between the collective and Internal degrea of fr~dom glv~ rioe to a dloaipative
force whose mean cor.nponent In the ith direction may be written aa
lddH
F, = ~m

()
~

= -q,)(q)i,

= -m, (q)[M(q)-’],APA

.

(17)

The shape-dependmt
dioaipation tenmr q(q) that describec the conversion of collective energy into
singl~particle ~xcltation energy h calculated primarily for our new murfac~pluo-window model
thtt wu dascribed in Sect 2. However, we will SIOOconsider in Sec. 6 wdl-and-window dimlpation,
which h obtained by oetting k, = 1 In Eq, (1),
In addltlon to the mean dimipatlve force, the coupling between the collective and Internal
degreaa of freedom ~lvm rlBe to a rmidual fluctuating force, which we treat under the Mmkovlsn
~~umption that it doeo not depend upon the system’s previous Llmtory. At high excitation
aner~len, whern claasical otati~tic~l mechanics Is v~lid, we are led to the generalized Fokker-Plar,.k
equation

t.

●

(18)

for the dependence upon time t of the distribution function ~(q, p, t) in phaae space of collective
coordinate and momenta. The last term on the right-hand side of this equation describes the
spreading of the distribution function in phase npace, with a rate that ia proportional to the
dissipation strength and the nuclear temperature r, which ia meanured here in energy units.
Equation (18) hae been solved recently for three important special caaes. First, an analytical
solution for the mean saddle+t~scission time haa been obtained from a one-dimensional stationary Fokker-Phmck equation ./’9/ Second, a numerical solution for the tranaient time required to
build up the quasi-stationary
probability flow over the tioion barrier haa been obtained from
a one-dimensional time-dependent
Fokker-Planck equation.@i
Third, a numerical solution for
the fbsi’m-fragment kinetic-energy distribution haa been obtained from a two-dimensional timdependent Fokker-Planck equation./sl/
Except for such special caaez, it is still difficult in practice la solve the generalized FokkerPlanck equation. Therefore, in most of our studies wc use equationa for the time rate of change
of the first moments of the distribution function, with the neglect of higher moments. Theee are
the generalized Hamilton equatims
qi =

(19)

(M-’)ijpj

and
~V
Pi= -—-~
8qi

which we solve numerically

18(~-l)jk
8qi

PjPk - Vij(~-l)jkPk

for each of the IV generalized coordinate

(20)

,

and momenta,

5, Fhdon
We show in Fig, 2 how Oui new surface-plus-window dianip~tion, with strength k, = 0,27, slows
down the dynamical evolution of an em ited ‘40Pu nucleus compued to that for no dissipation.
The initiul conditions ●t the fission saddle point incorporate the effect of dissipation on the fission
direction and ue calculated for a nuclear t~mperature of 2 MeV by determining the average
speed of all nuclei that paae per unit time through the s~ddle point with positive velocity .t2*J
Compued to the vahma for no dissipation, mmfaceplus-window dissipation increaaea the time
from the saddle point to a sero-neck-r~diua sciss:on point from 2.6 x 10-31 B to 8,4 x 10-*1 s, and
decreaaea the trardctional
kinetic energy at sciasion from 60,0 MeV to J 1.7 MeV. Leading to a
ecission mhape that ia more compact than that for no dimipation, surface-plus-window diasiption
gives 28,Q MaV of dieaipated energy during the dynarnicd dcecent from saddle to sciesion.
We treat the poet-scimion dynamical motion in terms of two spheroidl~, with initial conditions
determined by keeping continuous the valuae of two shape momenta and their time derivatives.
Surface-plus.window dissipation reduces the average fissiow,fragment tramlutional kinetic energy
at inflnlty from 193,6 MeV for no diselpation to 176,7 IkleV.
Our calculated ●verage kinetir energies for the fission of nuclei throughout the periodic table,
with the ●tomic number Z related to the mase number A according to Green’s approximation to
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Fig. 2. Effect of surface-plus-window dissipation on the dynamical evolution of 240Pu beyond its
fission saddle point, for a nuclear temperature of 2 MeV,
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dissipation,

the valley of beta stability,lszf are shown in Fig. 3 for a nuclear temperature of 2 MeV. When compared with experimental values for the fission of nuclei at high excitation energy,izoi where aingleparticle effects have decreased in importance, the dashed curves calculated with no dissipation
axe for heavy nuclei substantially higher. The presence of two dashed curves for Z2/A’is 21500
results from our use of two different approximations for treating the peat-scission motion when a
third fragment has formed between the two end fragments.fzol The solid curve, calculated with
our new surfac-plus-window
dissipation with a strength previously determined from the widths
of isoscalar giant resonances, satisfactorily reproduces the experimental data, although it lies
slightly above some of the data for Z~/A1is * 1300 and slightly below for Z~/Ails ~ 1900. These
small discrepancies could be associated with effects arising from the rupture of the neck prior to
ita reaching a zero radius, as is currently required in our calculations.

& Heavy-Ion

Reactions

Already at the 1975 Dubna school-seminar, it had been recognized that a necessary condition for forming a compound nucleus is that the dynamical trajectory for the fusing system pass
inside the fission saddle point in a multidimensional
space.fl/ The dynamical trajectories and
hence the cross sections for forming a compound nucleus depend strongly upon the location of
the fission saddle point relative to the contact point. For light nuclear systems the fission saddle point lies outside the contact point, so that all of the angtdar-momentum
states that cross
the one-dimensional interaction barrier automatically pass inside the saddle point. However, for
heavy nuclear systems and/or large impact parameters, the fission saddle point lies inside the
contact point, and the center-of-mass bombarding energy must exceed the maximum in the onedimensional zero. angular-momentum
interaction barrier by an amount AE in ordzr to form a
compound nucleus. This additional bombarding energy AE haa been calculated over the paat 13
years by use of various approximations and for several dissipation mechnis~,Jl,9,10,1 Z,ls!Z01s~-~$1
Here we concentrate on results that we have just obtained by solving Eqs. (19) and (20) numerically for our new surfaceplus-window
mechanism, as well as for no dissipation and wall-andwindow dissipation.
The initial growth of the neck that forma between the approaching target and projectile
corresponds primarily to a geometrical overlap of the tails of their density distributions rather
than to a dynamical flow of matter. Therefore, we do not begin our numerical integrations of
neck radius has grown to 3 fm, Prior to this,
Eqs. (19) and (2o) until the equivalent-sharp-surface
we treat the target and projectile as rigid spherea and calculate any dissipation that is present by
use of Randrup’s proximity formalism.lssl Although we have studied the effect of using targets
and projectiles away from the valley of beta stability, the results presented here are all calculated
for systems in which the target and projectile each lie along Green’s approximation to the valley
of beta stability.iszl
As an example of our results for symmetric ~lystems, we select the compound system with
Z2/A = 39s, for which t!ie fission saddle point fol zero angular momentum lies somewhat irwide
the contact point. Figures 4 and 6 show the calcnlatecl shupes and :r~ectoriea,
respectively,
for the critical bombarding energy for each dissipation that is just sufficient to drive the system
inside the fission saddle point. The additional bombarding energy AE that labels each result is
meaaunsd relative to the maximum in the zereangular-momentum
interaction barrier calculated
for sphericai nuclei by use of the Yukawa-plus-exponential
potential,lzej with constants determined
in a recent nuclear mms formule..iq21 The trajectories in Fig, 5 arc plotted as functions of the
two most important symmetric moments characterizing the shape. The moment r is the distance
between the centern of mass of the two portions of the system, and the moment u is the sum of
8
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Fig, 4. Effect of dtisipation on the dynamical evo]ution of l~64s,9 y 1~,645.9 -+ ~lsz91.8 at zero
impact parameter and bombarding energy in each case that is just sufficient to form a compound
nucleus. The fission saddle-point shape is shown dashed in each of the two right-hand columns
at the times when the tr~ectoriez pssa closest to it.
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energy AE required to forma compound

the root-mean-square ext~ensions along the symmetry axis of the matter in each portion about its
center of mass./;lss-ss/
Our results calculated for no dissipation are shown in the first column of Fig. 4 and by the
short-dashed line in Fig. 5. In the absence of dissipation, the time evolution is very rapid and
leads to shapes with high-multipole ripples. In this case, only 4 MeV of additional energy is
required to form a compound nucleus. As shown in the second column of Fig. 4 and by the solid
!ine in Fig. 5, surfaceplus-window
dissipation slows down the dynamical evolution ad increases
to 22 MeV the additional energy that is required tc form a compound nucleus. Finally, M shown
in the third column of Fig. 4 and by the long-dashed line in Fig. 5, wall-and-window dissipation
slows down the dynamical evolution even more and increases to 85 MeV the additional energy
that is required to form a compound nucleus.
The dependence of the additional energy AE upon the size of the compound nucleus that
is formed in symmetric collisions is shown in Fig. 6. For no dissipation, AE is zero below the
threshold value (Zz/A)th, = 38.9 and then increases slowly with increasing Za/A. With dissipation, AE is slightly positive for all values of Z2/A because of the energy dissipated during the
approach of the target and projectile prior to their reaching the maximum in the one-dimensional
zer-angular-momentum
barrier. For surface-plus-window dissipation, the threshold value is lowered to (z2/A)~hr= 38.2, above which AE increases rapidly with increasing Zz/A. Finally, for
= 37.9,
wall-and-window dimipat ion, the threshold value is lowered even further to (@/A)ttw
above which AE increases very rapidly with increasing Z’/A.
The large differences between the three curves in Fig, 6 offer the tantsdyzing possibility of determining the mechanism and magnitude of nuclear dissipation from comparisons with experimental
data. However, because moat of the systems that are studied experimentally are asymmetric, it
is necessary to either perform calculations for many individual ulymmetric syatma or to find an
appropriate way to scale the results for asymmetric systems into those calculated for symmetric
eystems.
For surface-plus-window dissipation, we have calculated the ●dditional energy AE for mass
asymmetry a defined by
(21)
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abscissa to scale the reults

for asymmetric

systems into those

where Al and AZ are the mass numbers of the target and projectile, respectively. As shown in the
upper left-hand portion of Fig. 7, for constant Zz/A of the compound system, AE decreases somewhat with increasing a. On the basis of incoming-channel conaiderat ions, it haa been suggested
that an appropriate scaling abscissa isfgi
(22)
where ZI and Z2 are the atomic numbers of the target ~d projectile, respectively. However, as
shown in the lower right-hand portion of Fig. 7, for constmt (Z2/A),ff of the incoming channel,
AE increases strongly with increasing a.
Because of the opposite dependence of AE on Z2/A and (Z2/A).H, the geometric meanlssi
(Z’/A)mm

= [(Z’/.A)(A)/a]”Z]”Z

(23)

represents an improved scaling abscissa, as shown in the upper right-hand portion of Fig. 7,
However, as shown finally in the lower left-hand portion of Fig, 7, an even better scaling abscissa
is the weighted average~~al

1 2/A)ou.
2 ~ A 4- +2
(Z2/A)w,
= #z/)

(24)

With this choice of ucaling abscissa, we compare in Fig, 8 our rwulta calculated for symmetric systems with experimental values of AE derived from various asymmetric systems.flzl
The 6olid circles represent measurements of evaporation reaiduea, and the open circks represent
measurements of fission anisotropiea, Unlike in the comparisons made in Ref, 12, where the experimental valuea of AE were measured relative to barrier heighto calculated by use of the Baas
potential,l:’t in Fig. 8 the experimental and calculated values of AE are both measured relative
to barrier heights calculated by uae of the Yukaw&plua-experiential
potential,i’$i with constants
determined from a recent nuclear mass formula.izal For (23/A)Wt ~ 36, the experimental values
of AE lie systematically below all three calculated curves by an average of about 3 MeV. This
discrepancy could represent an effective lowering of the experimental barrier by ser-point vibrations of the approaching tuget and projectile, or ●lternatively could :epiesent a slight deficiency
in the values of the constants/22/ that are used for the Yukaw+plus-exponential
potential.
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valuee of the additional

bombarding

energy

At (Z2/A)w$ ss 37 the experimental values of AE show a rapid rice, as anticipated. However,
on a finer scale the trend of the experimental reaulte with (Z2/A)Wt do-zs not follow that predicted
by any of the curves, The decreaaea of AE for the fou solid circles above the curves ae (Zz/A)w,
increases betweel~ 36 and 38 is prubably easociated partly with a changa in ground-state shape or
stiffnesslssl of the ‘@’w@Zr targets involved, in con :raat, the relatively small value of AE for
the solid circle at (Z2/A)w, = 39.4 probably m-iaea partly from a wdley in the potential-energy
surface that le~ds inward from the tangent-sphere configuration for nearly magic target and
projectile.Jsol While further experimental data that differentiate between shell effects and smooth
trends are clearly needed before a definitive conclusion can be dr~wn from such comparisons, It is
apparent that our new surfaceplus-window
dissipation adequately describes the overall features
of experimental dynamical thresholds for compound-nucleus formation.
Surface-plus-window dissipation is also able to describe the enhancement in neutron emission
prior to fission that haa been observed recently in several heavy-ion-induced reactions. For example, in the reaction leO + 142Nd ~ 150Er at a laboratory bombarding energy o? 207 McV, there
are experimentally 2,7 +0,4 neutrons emitted prior to fission, compa~ed to 1.6 :,eutrons calculated
with a standard statistical model,f4*/ An interpretation of thin enhancement in terms of neutron
emission during the transient time required to build up the quaei-stationary probability flow over
the barrier and the mean time required for the system to descend from the #addle point to scission
yields an upper limit for the reduced nuclear dissipation coefficient that is consistent with the
value calculated for surfac~plua-winduw
dissipation.i42i
Finally, we me~hion tht the widths of maes and chuge di~tributions in deepinelastic heavyIon reactionef4’f are also ●dequately described for small energy loeaes by surface-plus-window
dissipation. W* have performed no additional calculations ir, this area, but previous analyses have
confirmed the correctnem of the window formula,J41i This contribution is carried over ementially
unchanged to our new picture, and the calculated widths are insensitive to the strength of the
remaining dissipation.

7. Outlook
Nuclear dissipation i~ a fundamental nuclear property and plays a crucial role in such processes
as the production of very heavy elements. Despite much work on its mechaniam and magnitude
since the 1975Dubna school-seminar, the emerging theoriee of dissipation have at times seemed to
diverge. Building on the beet featuree of these divergent views, we have presented here a new picture that provides a unified macroscopic description of eeveral diverse nuclear phenomena. Tiwae
include the widths of isoecahu giant quadruple
and giant octupole resonances, mean 6ssionfragment kinetic energies and excitation energies, dynamical thresholds for compound-nucleus
fmmation, and widths of mans and charge distributions in deepineleatic
heavy-ion reactions.
We hope that our new picture will be subjected to countless experimental tests at Dubna and
elsewhere during the coming years.
‘This work wss supported by the U. S. Department of Energy,
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